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Sunday, March 6, 2011 151aof mono- and divalent cations. Furthermore, the glycerol moiety of the PG head-
group has a complex conformational space in aqueous media, because of the
presence of vicinal hydroxyl groups that are capable of of stabilizing various
conformers through hydrogen bonds (H-bonds).
In this work a novel united-atom force field is constructed for PG lipids as a part
of the ongoing development of a large, consistent lipid force field library. The
torsional and partial atomic charge parameters were calculated based on high-
level ab initio quantum mechanical (QM) calculations with semiempirical mo-
lecular mechanics (MM) studies. The Lennard-Jones parameters were taken
from the OPLS-UA force field developed by Jorgensen [1]. The QM and
MM simulations were combined with experimental thermodynamic data of
glycerol as target data for parameter optimization. The parameters were further
optimized to reproduce the structural, dynamic and elastic properties of pure
DMPG and POPG lipid bilayers.
[1] W. L. Jorgensen, J. Phys. Chem. 1986, 90, 1276–1284.
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Temperature Modulation of the Life Cycles of Phospholipid Bilayer
Electropores
Zachary A. Levine, P. Thomas Vernier.
Molecular-scale details of themechanism of electric field-driven pore formation
in phospholipid bilayers are not well understood, in part because the nanoscopic
domain at which individual pore formation occurs is not readily accessible to ex-
perimental observation. Analytical and numerical models can help to fill this
void. Previous studies using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations defined
the stages in the creation and annihilation of an electropore as a function of
the externally applied electric field, from the formation of an initial water defect
to the restoration of the intact bilayer [1]. Here we vary the temperature at which
electropermeabilization occurs, and we extract heat capacity and energy profiles
for each system. Results will be compared to and, to the extent possible at this
time, reconciled with existing mathematical models of electroporation, present-
ing a more unified and complete framework for future studies.
[1] Levine, Z. A. and P. T. Vernier. 2010. Life Cycle of an Electropore: Field-
Dependent and Field-Independent Steps in Pore Creation and Annihilation.
Journal of Membrane Biology 236:27–36.
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Nucleotide Modifications Change TRNA Dynamics and Base Pairing
Christian Blau, Gerrit Groenhof, Helmut Grubmu¨ller.
Modified and unmodified yeast tRNA(Phe) in solution was simulated to under-
stand the effect of nucleotide modifications on the dynamics of tRNA. High
performance computing techniques were employed to obtain a ‘‘dynamic pic-
ture’’ at spacial and time resolutions hardly accessible experimentally for these
systems. Local flexibility, secondary and tertiary structure, global rearrange-
ments and movements of the whole tRNA were probed by a microsecond of
all atom explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations.
The results of our simulations give new insight on experimentally observed bi-
ological impact of nucleotide modifications. Amongst other results we find that
tRNA modification leads to a decrease in secondary structure and tertiary inter-
actions in the anticodon stem loop. Nucleotides U16 and U17 show different
orientations when modified to dihydrouridine. Modification of A58 to 1-meth-
yladenosine causes local rearrangements in the elbow region. Implications of
our results on external factor binding are discussed.
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Molecular Dynamic Simulations of Blast Waves on Bilayers
Rahul Bhowmik, Richard W. Pastor, Jeffrey T. Mason.
Many studies using animal models have shown that blast waves cause injuries
to the brain despite the lack of a direct physical impact to the brain or skull.
Such injuries are manifested as biochemical, functional, or morphological alter-
ations that result in motor and sensory deficits in addition to behavioral
changes. Primary blast due to explosions causes an intense rise of atmospheric
pressure, the positive phase, followed by a broader under-pressure, the negative
phase. The peak overpressure reaches pressures up to 1724 kPa and the blast
wave travels at speeds up to 670 m/s. Because of this high velocity, it is difficult
to study the interaction of explosive blast waves with neural tissue in real time.
Accordingly, we have performed molecular dynamic (MD) simulations of blast
waves on myelin membranes to understand how blast waves interact with neu-
ral tissue to cause injury. In our simulations, we have created blast overpressure
using a planar wall, which exerts a forces of -K(x0 - x)
2; where K is the spring
force constant, and x0 and x are the starting and final positions of the wall, re-
spectively. The intensity of the overpressure wave is controlled by the spring
stiffness (K) and the duration of the wave is controlled by how far the wall
moves (x0 - x). Our findings demonstrate that the velocity of the blast wave
is more deleterious to membranes than is the blast overpressure. At velocities
above 600 m/s the negative phase can cause bilayers containing phospholipidand cholesterol to bifurcate at the bilayer center. Such structural perturbations
could result in diffuse axonal injury, which is believed to play a role in the pa-
thology of blast injury.
Emerging Single Molecule Techniques -
Fluorescence
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Observation of Protein Adsorption Using a Synthetic Nanopore
David J. Niedzwiecki, Liviu Movileanu.
Using the coulter counter technique with a single nanopore, we probed the non-
specific adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) to a silicon-based surface at
the single molecule level. A potential bias was applied across a silicon nitride
membrane containing a single nanopore that was immersed in KCl solution.
Ionic current fluctuations across the nanopore revealed long-lived interactions
of BSA with the silicon nitride. The nature of these interactions can be classi-
fied into two categories, suggesting that BSA adheres to the nitride surface in
two distinct orientations. Knowing how proteins from the blood, like BSA, in-
teract with silicon based materials is of growing importance as these materials
are integrated into biosensors and medical devices.
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Force-Free Three-Dimensional Measurements of DNA Conformations
Reveals Its Behavior Close to a Wall
Yuval Garini, Guy Nir, Shlomi Medalion, Yitzhak Rabin, Moshe Lindner.
Using a combined setup of tethered particle motion (TPM) with gold nano-
beads and total internal reflection (TIR) illumination, we measured the three di-
mensional end-to-end distribution of a DNA tethered to a wall. Although the
lateral Gaussian distribution is well known and studied, the axial distribution
was never measured before.
The planar distribution (parallel to the wall) is found to be Gaussian, with good
agreement to both the worm like chain (WLC) model and the commonly sued
Gaussian random walk (GRW) model. The axial distribution (perpendicular to
the surface) is found to be Rayleigh-like, in agreement with WLC simulations.
The distribution that is found with these WLC simulations, however, deviates
systematically from the GRW distributions for short DNA strands (less than 3
micrometer).
The WLC simulations reveal that the presence of the wall increases the
correlations between the orientations of neighboring segments with respect to
free DNA. It can also be interpreted as an entropic repulsion due to rejection of
polymer conformations from the wall. This repelling potential might play an im-
portant role in the DNA functioning when it is close to the nucleus membrane.
825-Pos Board B625
Tracking Degradations of Single DNA and Protein Molecules in Fluid
Daisuke Onoshima, Noritada Kaji, Manabu Tokeshi, Yoshinobu Baba.
Moving images obtained from optical microscopic studies with single
biomolecules, including DNA and proteins, provide amazing insights into
physico-chemical fundamentals such as dynamics and kinetics in a particular
environment. Previously, the observation of large numbers of individual mol-
ecules has been used to detect identifiable individual chemical events or com-
ponents of a chemical synthesis system. These may offer crucial clues towards
intricate molecular mechanisms. Despite this importance, analytical applica-
tions still have lagged behind the establishment of theoretical principles. Based
on the Michaelis-Menten equation, values for the reaction rate constants have
traditionally been calculated from the solution phase reaction kinetics. This
procedure is predictably effective for discussing a minimal model of the kinet-
ics. However, most biomolecular interactions are thought to involve multiple
steps, typically an initial binding followed by a structural rearrangement. Par-
ticular attention should be given to the fractionally-sampled molecular steps.
Our analysis, described here, uses a technology to determine the detailed
molecular information about interactions between DNA and DNA interactive
protein. It uses motion capture technology that was originally developed for
recording biomechanical movement onto a digital model. We applied it for
motion tracking and position sensing of a single DNA molecule undergoing
restriction enzyme digestion in a microfluidic device. Quantum dot and total
internal reflection fluorescence microscope were used as a marker and a tracker
respectively, which allowed motion capture of DNA during interfacial reac-
tions. With our analysis, an enzymatic degradation time was detected at a single
molecule level. It was also possible to calculate the observed catalytic rate con-
stant. As an application case of our tracking measurement, protease activity of
trypsin was monitored in real time. The geometrical features of the biological
152a Sunday, March 6, 2011process being studied reflect transient molecular actions that are otherwise in-
accessible to traditional biochemical methods.
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Electron-Beam Fabrication of Micron-Scale Birefringent Quartz Particles
for Optical Torque Wrenches
Zhuangxiong Huang, Francesco Pedaci, Matthew J. Wiggin,
Maarten M. van Oene, Nynke H. Dekker.
Torque plays a fundamental role in biological processes such as transcription,
replication, and repair. A number of techniques have been established for the
measurement of torque in single-molecule processes, amongst them the optical
torque wrench [1]. This approach relies on the incorporation of birefringent par-
ticles into optical tweezers, using control of the laser polarization to apply torque,
and measurement of the polarization following trapping to measure torque.
Such birefringent particles, which are also employed in micron-scale pumps to
generate flow in microfluidics [2], and in microrheology as sensors that mea-
sure the local properties of surrounding fluid [3,4], would benefit from care-
fully-controlled geometries. This has been demonstrated by Deufel et al. [5]
and Gutierrez-Medina et al. [6] in the context of optical lithography. Here,
we demonstrate the ability of fabricate such birefringent particles of controlled
geometry using electron-beam writing and discuss the relative merits of this
approach.
[1] La Porta, A. and M.D. Wang, Physical Review Letters 92, 190801 (2004).
[2] Leach, J., et al., Lab on a Chip 6(6), pp. 735–739 (2006).
[3] Bishop, A.I., et al., Physical Review Letters 92(19), 198104 (2004).
[4] Parkin, S.J., et al., Physical Review E 76(4): 041507 (2007).
[5] Deufel, C., et al., Nature Methods 4(3): pp. 223–225 (2007).
[6] Gutierrez-Medina, B., et al. in Methods in Enzymology:
Single Molecule Tools, Pt B. 474: pp. 377–404 (2010).
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Translation and Rotation Dynamics in a Magnetic-Label Biosensor
Leo J. van IJzendoorn, Kim van Ommering, Alexander van Reenen, Xander
J.A. Janssen, Menno W.J. Prins.
Magnetic particles are used inmagnetic-label biosensors to acceleratemolecular
binding to the sensor surface as well as to apply stringency by magnetic forces
[1]. The biochemical and physical interactions of the particles with the biosensor
surface play a key role in themolecular association and dissociation processes. In
this paper we quantify the translation and rotation dynamics of particles at a sen-
sor surface, interacting with the surface by nucleic-acids or protein molecules.
We apply magnetic fields to actuate the particles and investigate their dynamics
with single-particle resolution.
We will present measurements on the 3-dimensional mobility of 500 nm parti-
cles that are biologically bound to a biosensor surface, recorded using evanes-
cent field microscopy with millisecond time resolution [2]. Our data show that
the position and intensity histograms scale systematically with the length of the
captured nucleic-acid analyte molecules and with the magnitude of the applied
magnetic field.
We also present measurements on the rotation dynamics of protein-coated par-
ticles in a rotating magnetic field [3]. We demonstrate that a controlled torque is
generated by the magnetic particles, which is used to quantify the rotation be-
havior and torsion stiffness of proteins captured onto the sensor surface by the
magnetic particles. The data show that different protein pairs have distinctly
different torsion moduli.
[1] D. M. Bruls et al., Lab Chip 9 (2009) 3504.
[2] K. van Ommering et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 43 (2010) 155501 &
385501.
[3] X.J.A. Janssen et al., submitted to the Biophysical Journal (2010).
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Simultaneous AFM Force Spectroscopy and FRET Measurements on
Single Biological Molecules
Hui Li, Chi-Fu Yen, Sanjeevi Sivasankar.
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
50011.
Abstract
Single Molecule Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and sin-
gle molecule force measurements with the Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) are two powerful techniques that have facilitated much progress in
the biological sciences. However each of these techniques suffers from lim-
itations that can be overcome by the use of a combined single molecule
AFM-FRET approach. Here, we describe an instrument that successfully
combines single molecule AFM with FRET to apply forces on individual bi-
ological molecules and simultaneously monitor their conformational dynam-
ics. To validate this technique, we measured the force induced shearing of
dye-labeled, double stranded DNA. Single DNA molecules were shearedand mechanical transitions corresponding to DNA rupture were correlated
with changes in FRET.
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Nanomechanical Recognition Measurements of Individual DNAMolecules
Reveal Epigenetic Methylation Patterns
Rong Zhu, Stefan Howorka, Johannes Pro¨ll, Ferry Kienberger,
Johannes Preiner, Jan Hesse, Andreas Ebner, Vassilli Ph Pastushenko,
Hermann J. Gruber, Peter Hinterdorfer.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful tool for analyzing the shapes of
individual molecules and the forces acting on them. AFM-based force spectros-
copy provides insight into structural and energetic dynami of biomolecules and
molecular bonds, by probing the interaction within individual biomolecules, or
between a surface-bound molecule and a cantilever that carries a complemen-
tary binding partner. Here we show that an AFM cantilever with an antibody
tether can measure the distances between 5-methylcytidine bases in individual
DNA strands with a resolution of 4A˚, thereby revealing the DNA methylation
pattern, which has an important role in the epigenetic control of gene expres-
sion. The antibody is able to bind two 5-methylcytidine bases of a surface-im-
mobilized DNA strand, and retracting the cantilever results in a unique rupture
signature reflecting the spacing between two tagged bases. This approach might
also allow related chemical patterns to be retrieved from biopolymers at the sin-
gle-molecule level.
Published in Nature Nanotechnology, November 2010. This work was sup-
ported by the Gen-Au project ‘Ultra sensitive Proteomics and Genomics’
from the Austrian federal ministry for education, science and culture (R. Z.,
S. H., J. Pro¨., P. H.), the Austrian science fund project P15295 (H. J. G.), the
Austria Nano-Initiative / NABIOS (R. Z.,, S. H., H. J. G., P. H.), and the Eu-
ropean Commission grant ‘Single Molecule Workstation (SMW)’ No.
NMP4-SE-2008-213717 (R. Z., P. H.).
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Droplet Tracking for Single Molecule Confinement
Benjamin D. Gamari, Mark E. Arsenault, Peker Milas, Richard E. Buckman,
Christophe Wilhelm, Lori S. Goldner.
We report on a robust system for tracking femtoliter and smaller aqueous drop-
lets in oil over tens of minutes with a few nanometers accuracy in a 150 Hz
bandwidth. Tracking permits the droplet position to be maintained in the detec-
tion volume of a confocal microscope without need for physical or optical trap-
ping, permitting detailed optical analysis of droplet contents. In addition,
droplet tracks can be used to determine droplet size. As an alternative to surface
attachment or liposomal confinement, we use droplets to confine individual bio-
molecules for study using single-molecule fluorescence trajectories. Back focal
plane imaging onto a position sensitive detector (PSD), similar to the configu-
ration frequently used to determine the position of a particle in an optical twee-
zer, is used to determine droplet position with respect to the confocal detection
volume. Our tracking system, inspired in part by the work in Ref. (1), utilizes
a dedicated microprocessor to implement a feedback loop between the PSD and
a fast piezoelectric flexure stage. Motion of the stage keeps the particle in the
confocal detection volume. Here we present data characterizing the system and
also report on progress in using tracked droplets in single-molecule studies of
RNA.
1. Desai, K. V., T. G. Bishop, L. Vicci, E. T. O’Brien, R. M. Taylor, and R. Su-
perfine. 2008. Agnostic particle tracking for three-dimensional motion of cellu-
lar granules and membrane-tethered bead dynamics. Biophys. J. 94:2374–2384.
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HorizontalMagnetic Tweezers forMicromanipulation of Single DNAProtein
Complexes
Christopher P. McAndrew, Joseph Zischkau, Christopher Tyson,
Benjamin Buckeye, Helen DeCelles-Zwerneman, Jonathan Luke,
Patrick Mehl, Abhijit Sarkar.
We have built a novel magnetic force transducer or ‘‘tweezer’’ that can apply
a wide range of pico-newton scale forces on single DNA molecules in the hor-
izontal plane. As the pulling force is applied, the changes in DNA’s end-to-end
extension occur in the focus plane, eliminating the need to autofocus the objec-
tive. The resulting low-noise force extension data enables very high-resolution
spatial tracking of changes to the DNA tether’s extension. These data are ac-
quired by analyzing images from DNA pulling experiments using particle
tracking software that we have also developed. The DNA constructs - l-
DNA end labeled with a 3mmpolystyrene bead and a 2.8mm paramagnetic
sphere- and appropriate buffer are introduced into a 400mL to 650mL closed
cell. This closed cell, created using two #1 or thinner cover-slips and 1mm glass
spacers, isolates our sample and limits thermal currents and evaporative losses
of our buffer. Initial experiments have shown the ability to easily and repeat-
edly find, capture, and manipulate single molecules of end labeled DNA.
